In microarray data mining, one of the key problems is how to handle weak signals. Based on a bent piecewise linear accumulated distribution generally found in the microarray data, a new detectable threshold finding method is proposed to filter genes with unreliable information in this paper. More reliable and reproducible data is produced for the subsequent data mining.
Introduction
cDNA microarray analysis has become the most widely used technique for the study of gene expression patterns on a genomic scale (Schena et al., 1995 and 1996) . One of the most critical steps in microarray experiments is to accurately assess the expression ratios between the sample and reference in a dual colour experiment, because most subsequent data analysis, such as cluster analysis , depends heavily on the accuracy of these ratios (Yang et al., 2001) . The reliability of ratios is subject to signal intensity and noise caused by background and non-specific hybridization. The ratio is found to be accurate if the signal intensity is in or above the moderate level. However, if the signal intensity is relatively low, the ratio will fluctuate as the noise will mask or bias the intensity.
It has also been noticed that the data based on a single array may not be reliable and may contain many uncertainties (Lee et al., 2000) . A Gordian knot of handling uncertainties is indistinguishability between weak signals and noises arising from non-specific hybridization of the labelled samples to elements printed on the microarray, print-tip effects, slide inhomogeneities and variability in RNA isolation, purity, labelling and detection (Tseng et al., 2001; Bilban et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2002) . Although many of the weak signals are often ignored; nevertheless, the weak signals from rare transcripts do contain valuable information and should be kept for further analysis (Kooperberg et al., 2002) . This paper intends to stress the importance and necessity of distilling useful information from weak signals.
Repeating the experiment, as one strategy dealing with uncertainties, may not be cost-effective and it further increases data complexity. Yet its indispensability can not be neglected. However, one way to complement experimental repetition is to adopt a proper threshold. Signals lower than the threshold are considered as invalid data, whereas those higher than the threshold are effective. Several threshold finding methods have been reported, such as the arbitrary fluorescence intensities (Sakai et al., 2000) , relative errors in cy3/cy5 ratios (Tseng et al., 2001) , certain signal-to-background ratios (Cunningham et al., 2000) , and the value of mean (after local background subtraction) plus two standard deviations of the negative reference sample (Epstein et al., 2001) . In this paper, a new method that aims to help determine the detectable threshold of signal intensities based on accumulated distribution is introduced.
Accumulated Distribution Based Threshold Method
Data employed Three sets of cDNA microarray data were § These two authors contribute equally to this paper. *To whom correspondence should be addressed. used to explore the distribution of spot intensities: that of the study in yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae focusing on identification of cell-cycle regulated genes , of the study in cancer of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) (Alizadeh et al., 2000) , and of homemade chips. The arrays of cell-cycle and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma contain about 8,000 and 18,000 spots, respectively. The image analysis software is ScanAlyze. Homemade arrays contain 14,112, 12,800, 10,368 and 8,464 spots. The image analysis software includes GenPixPro and ArrayPro. For arrays with 10,368 spots, nine experiments representing tissue-specific expression profiles were carried out. Each experiment was repeated three times.
Description of the method A typical microarray spot intensity density distribution is heavily skewed with most spots having low intensities. A lognormal provides a good approximation to the bulk of the microarray data with a disagreement in two side tails (Hoyle et al., 2002) . Accumulated distributions are from the intensity distribution (Fig. 1) . As Fig. 1 shows, the density distribution is unimodal. The accumulated distribution obtained from a unimodal density function shows a smooth curve picture that is similar to the standard normal accumulated distribution plot.
One common feature of the accumulated distributions is that the shape of the curve is fairly stable in spite of variation of spot number of an array and the image analysis software. Through our experiment, we have observed that different spot numbers affects the scale of vertical axis. Varied signal intensity brought by different experiment and data analysis software impacts on the scale of horizontal axis. However, the plots of accumulated distribution are quite similar in shape. In addition, the plot can be approximately divided into three parts. The top section is a straight line parallel to X-axis. The central part shows a definitely linear character proved by tstatistics of regression (Table 1 ). The bottom of plot is a slightly slanted line with a linear character sometimes distorted by the uneven local background. For convenience, what is indicated above can be summarized as the bent piecewise linear accumulated distribution function.
According to the piecewise linear curve, the genes were divided into three groups respectively: high intensity spots, varied intensity spots in a great range, and low intensity spots. There is no question that a certain proportion of nonexpressed genes always exists in all kinds of tissues or cell samples; therefore genes contributed to the bottom part of the curve are probably non-expressed genes. However, the nonexpressed genes and failed genes generally show oscillatory intensity due to noise effect. The problem that subsequently arises is that a definite separation cannot be defined if the intensities of expressed and non-expressed genes are all close to the noise level. Therefore, the inflexion point of the piecewise linear curve is chosen as the appropriate threshold (T D ) (Fig. 2) . If the threshold is lower than T D , more false positive genes will be brought in. If slightly higher than T D , more significantly expressed genes will be eliminated dramatically.
In summary, the method takes signal and background intensity distribution together into consideration. Using this method, almost all non-expressed genes and failed genes with intensities below the threshold would be filtered out, while most low abundance genes would be kept as true signal spots though they are close to the turning point. The method described in this section is called as AD method in subsequent discussion.
Validation of the Method
Data reliability proved by primer experiment In order to see whether or not failed spots affect the T D , the primer hybridization experiment was carried out. Primer hybridication experiment was performed as the quality control for each batch of array. 0.02 nmol of universal primer for PCR amplification, which labeled with Cy3 at the 5'-end, was hybridized against the arrays. The signal intensity represents the DNA quantity of each corresponding spot. The failed spots, which mainly attribute to failure in PCR or hybridization, can be identified with this method. Usually the same batch of array has the same group of failed spots. Utilizing the distribution function diagram, T D s were calculated before and after filtrating failed spots. The result shows that no change occurs in the value of T D s (Fig. 2) , which means that failed spots have no effect on the method. In fact, the failed genes identified by the primer hybridization experiment are exactly plotted into the bottom part of distribution function. With this method, most of the failed spots can be distinguished from the useful data and would not be falsely taken into subsequent analysis.
Improvement of data reproducibility after filtering
The method was applied in the homemade replicate microarrays. Correlation coefficient (R) and consistence rate (CR) were used to evaluate reproducibility of replicate experiments before and after filtration. In the repeated experiments, R value between logtransformed ratios from two replicates of three are calculated. The initial data and filtrated data using AD method are compared. R was calculated as Pearson correlation coefficient.
x and y denote ratio values of replicates. As Fig. 3 shows, R value of initial data is about 0.8. After using the method, R value, which increase to above 0.95, is becoming higher and steadier.
CR is then considered to evaluate the method. In two replicates, genes differentially expressed in both chips are denoted as common differentially expressed genes, including consistent differentially expressed and contradictory differentially expressed genes. Here the gene with ratio above 2 or below 0.5 is considered as a differentially expressed gene. CR is the proportion of the number of consistent differentially expressed genes vs. the total number of common differentially expressed genes. N d and N cd denote the total number of common differentially expressed genes and contradictory differentially expressed genes in the replicates, respectively. Since a gene cannot contradictory differentially express in duplicate, CR value could evaluate the reproducibility of replicates in a microarray experiment. The CR value should be 1 theoretically. However it deviates from 1 before filtration, which is owing to the noise or uncertainty in a microarray experiment. After filtration, it is much closer to 1 in that spots after filtration mainly include expressed genes which background intensity has little effect on the estimation of ratios.
Obviously, discarding the spots filtered by the threshold greatly improve data consistency between duplicate, which can be proved by R and CR values. 4 . Graphic representation of negative spots intensity density distribution function. The two arrays used to plot are all in yeast cell cycle regulated category. The left is from cdc15 080 min array, which the number of valid negative spots is 967. It shows that the negative spots can be approximated by a normal distribution when the number is high enough. The right is from cdc15 070 min array, which the number of valid negative spots is 457. The distribution is seriously distorted owing to many invalid negative spots. general, the value of mean background plus two standard deviations (BSD) is considered as an intensity threshold to identify background noise and true signal. Besides, mean blank or negative controls plus two standard deviations (NSD) is used as the minimum detectable value.
Comparison of three determining methods Many other methods of finding the threshold have been reported. In
In NSD method, the number of valid negative controls in an array is too little to be normally distributed (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the NSD method is subject to the controls themselves, such as the selection of controls, the quality of controls. Sometimes negative control spots show high signal intensities because of pin contamination and cross hybridization, which will strongly affect the threshold value. For BSD method, the background derived from surface fluorescence upon laser excitation and non-specific combination of probes can be approximated by a normal distribution. This property can be readily assessed by the histogram of any background region of microarray images. If the local variance in background were significant, the threshold value would be very high. Many significantly expressed genes will be excluded by NSD method or BSD method. AD method is based on the range of the whole array intensity. Many valuable genes with significant biological function will be preserved for the down-stream analysis.
It is clear that when the signal-to-noise ratio is low, the intrinsic variation in the data is high and confidence in the accuracy of the data is low. When a spot gives significant intensities (at least 3 times the background, where signal is the mean intensity level of the spot and background is the mean local background.), the measured fluorescent intensity can be assumed to reflect the signal intensity. We denote these spots as high quality spots, which are significant and accurate in the subsequent analysis.
Here thresholds are calculated with the three methods mentioned above by using the data from yeast cell cycle regulated category and that from cancer of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. After filtration by each method, number of valid genes and rate of high quality spots left (HQSLR, equal to high quality spots left subtract total high quality spots) are calculated ( Table 2). As Table 2 showed, the thresholds of AD method are generally lower and the numbers of valid genes are much larger than those of the other two methods. In addition, the HQSLRs are all 100% in AD method while they are much lower in the other two methods. It means that most significant genes will be preserved to the following analysis. In most cases, the disadvantages of NSD methods, such as lack of enough valid negative control spots, the influence on control selection and quality, will result in the high threshold and much smaller number of significant genes. Therefore, only BSD method and AD method are compared in following text.
Self-self experiments (same sample vs. same sample) were There are numbers of genes with ratios higher than 2 or lower than 0.5 which are called as false positive genes. Proportion of false positive genes out of the total genes is calculated as false positive rate (FPR) ( Table 3 ). Most of the false positive genes are located in lower signal intensity range before filtration. It is shown in Table 3 , AD method preserves more valid genes with low intensity than BSD method without obvious increase of FPR, or keeps the similar number of valid spots as BSD method with significantly decrease of FPR. At last, we calculated the differentially expressed genes of the array of the cdc15 030 min array of yeast cell regulated category after filtering with BSD method and AD method, respectively. Here a gene with fold change above 3 or below 0.333 can be considered differentially expressed. Seven genes are found in BSD method but not found in AD method, where none is obviously functioning in the process of cell cycle. And 34 genes are found in AD filtering method but not found in BSD filtering method, where at least 4 genes (YPL256C (G1/ S transition of mitotic cell cycle), YOR058C (mitotic anaphase B), YJR066W (meiosis), YDL127W (cell cycle) are obviously functioning in cell cycle.
Therefore, AD method relatively can decrease more noise and miss less useful information comparing with traditional methods. It adapts well to the large-scale microarrays, but not applicable to arrays with small number of spots, where the failed genes and non-expressed genes would not be enough to form a line-like bottom. As the spot number increases, the curve bottom becomes longer and smoother, and the threshold from this method becomes more accurate.
Discussion
In cDNA microarray experiments, a lot of spots with low signal intensities are vulnerable to background and noise biases. It is important to determine an effective threshold, with which one can clearly distinguish the low abundance genes from background. Common piecewise linear accumulated distribution is generally found in cDNA microarrays data, so a new threshold determining method for gene expression intensity based on the accumulated distribution is proposed in the paper. Compared with previous methods, it takes the overall signal intensity and background into consideration. Using this method, the reproducibility and reliability of microarray experiments are greatly increased, and more valuable genes with significant biological function are preserved for further analysis.
Normalization is necessary to eliminate bias between samples before data mining. Many widely used normalization methods, such as all-gene normalization, LOWESS normalization (Yang et al., 2002) , are subject to almost all the spot intensities in the array. The inconsistence of every threshold finding method lies in low intensity signals, which impact or normalization slightly. Therefore, normalization will not be greatly influenced after filtration by the different threshold finding method.
A major goal of microarray experiments is to find the genes differentially expressed between samples (Ko et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2002) . Ratio values have a systematic dependence on intensity, which most commonly appears as a deviation from zero for low intensity spots (Quackenbush, 2002) . Our new threshold method can discard such spots and remove such intensity dependent effects in ratio values, so that the accuracy of ratio estimates of microarray experiments increase. At present, clustering techniques as a kind of effective data mining tool has been developed and applied to identify groups of genes with similar expression patterns. The ratio value is the data basis of clustering. More precise ratio is propitious to obtain more signifcant clusters to explain biological process.
The identification of valuable weak signals from background or noise is a common issue in microarray technology. Every method has its own advantages and disadvantages. Despite the merits, our method cannot apply well to microarrays with relative small number of spots. In addition, a few false positive genes may be brought in when more significant genes are analyzed. Our proposed AD method attempts to answer -without increasing FPR -the challenge called forth during the preservation of the low intensity spots. The proposed AD method may appear better capable of dealing with weak signals, yet it does not 
